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The Earth's crust is made of a set of tectonic plates, rigid rock plates, that are always in motion. Some of these
plates have boundaries along the edges of the continents, but other boundaries are in the middle of the ocean.
Some of the worksheets displayed are Sixth grade plate tectonics, Plate tectonics work, Plate tectonics, Work on
tectonic plate theory final, Activityworld map of plate boundaries, Fourth grade plate tectonics, Unit earth and
space science plate tectonics, Lab work plate tectonics.
Tectonic Plate Boundaries - Summary Chart with Answer KeyIn this lesson(s), students must show their
knowledge and understanding of plate tectonics by completing the table:*** summarizing each of the tectonic
plate boundaries, *** identifying alternative names for the margin*** describing the type o...
Tectonic Plate Boundaries - Activity and Worksheet Browse global warming resources on Teachers Pay
Teachers, a marketplace trusted by millions of teachers for original educational resources. A thorough and
colourful PowerPoint presentation exploring the various environmental and socio-economic consequences of
global climate change.
Explain how tectonic plate movement could create another supercontinent like Pangaea. 4. If the Earth’s core
provides the heat that drives plate tectonics, then what will eventually happen
Types of Plate Boundaries Map Identification Directions B 1. Lightly shade in each tectonic/lithospheric plate
with a different color if possible.
Plate Boundary Worksheet ... Plate boundaries include include convergent divergent Directions: Study the
following diagram ofthe seafloor. Then match the letters to the statements below. Seafloor . Directions: Four
diagrams are shown in the table below. label and describe each diagram in the space provided in order to
complete the table. Diagram Type of boundary and motion at boundary Diagram ...
Use critical thinking to find plate boundaries Answer relevant discussion questions on worksheet Procedure
Print the appropriate maps (see Materials) for use. Note that the maps in this document need to printed on legalsize paper!! Students work in pairs or small groups of 3 or 4 students using washable markers to circle tectonic
features. This hands-on activity captures the interest of all ...
Divergent boundary is the process where to tectonic plates move away from each other. if two tectonic plates
move away from each other (diverge), each will collide with another plate (converge) on ...
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